
2001 East Central Regional Contest 14Problem D: Square IeSquare Ie is a two-dimensional arrangement of water moleules H2O, with oxygen at the verties ofa square lattie and one hydrogen atom between eah pair of adjaent oxygen atoms. The hydrogenatoms must stik out on the left and right sides but are not allowed to stik out the top or bottom. One5� 5 example is shown below. H-O H-O-H O-H O-H O-H| | | |H H H H H|H-O-H O H-O H-O-H O-H| | |H H H H H| |H-O H-O-H O-H O H-O-H| |H H H H H| | |H-O H-O H-O H-O-H O-H|H H H H H| | | |H-O H-O H-O-H O-H O-HNote that eah hydrogen atom is attahed to exatly one of its neighboring oxygen atoms and eahoxygen atom is attahed to two of its neighboring hydrogen atoms. (Reall that one water moleule isa unit of one O linked to two H's.)It turns out we an enode a square ie pattern with what is known as an alternating sign matrix (ASM):horizontal moleules are enoded as 1, vertial moleules are enoded as -1 and all other moleules areenoded as 0. So, the above pattern would be enoded as:0 1 0 0 01 �1 0 1 00 1 0 �1 10 0 0 1 00 0 1 0 0An ASM is a square matrix with entries 0, 1 and -1, where the sum of eah row and olumn is 1 andthe non-zero entries in eah row and in eah olumn must alternate in sign. (It turns out there is aone-to-one orrespondene between ASM's and square ie patterns!)Your job is to display the square ie pattern, in the same format as the example above, for a given ASM.Use dashes ({) for horizontal attahments and vertial bars (j) for vertial attahments. The patternshould be surrounded with a border of asterisks (*), be left justi�ed and there should be exatly oneharater between neighboring hydrogen atoms (H) and oxygen atoms (O): either a spae, a dash or avertial bar.InputInput onsists of multiple ases. Eah ase onsists of a positive integer m (� 11) on a line followedby m lines giving the entries of an ASM. Eah line gives a row of the ASM with entries separated by asingle spae. The end of input is indiated by a line ontaining m = 0.



2001 East Central Regional Contest 15OutputFor eah ase, print the ase number (starting from 1), in the format shown in the Sample Output,followed by a blank line, followed by the orresponding square ie pattern in the format desribed above.Separate the output of di�erent ases by a blank line.Sample Input20 11 040 1 0 01 -1 0 10 0 1 00 1 0 00Sample OutputCase 1:************H-O H-O-H** | ** H H ** | **H-O-H O-H************Case 2:********************H-O H-O-H O-H O-H** | | | ** H H H H ** | **H-O-H O H-O H-O-H** | | ** H H H H ** | | **H-O H-O H-O-H O-H** | ** H H H H ** | | | **H-O H-O-H O-H O-H********************


